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FOR: The Commissioners

FROMt John F. Cordes, Jr.
Solicitor

SUBJECT LITIGATION REPORT 1990-33

Union of concerned Scientists v. NRC, No. 89-1617
(D.C. Cir., Nov. 30, 1990)

This lawsuit challenged the NRC's.1989 rule change
heightening the threshold pleading standards in
licensing proceedings. Petitioner did not challenge
the heightened pleading requirement alone, but
argued that the NRC ought not be permitted to impose '

tougher threshold pleading standards, while at the
same time adhering to its traditional approach to
" late-filed" contentions. That approach rests on
a test balancing five factorat (1) good cause for
lateness, (2) the availability of other means to
protect the late petitioner, (3) the assistance to
be expected from the late petitioner, (4) the extent
the petitioner's interest is protected by existing
parties, and_ (5) _the extent that the new petitioner
will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding.
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a). Petitioner argued that late
intervention should be automatic, without applying ,

any balancing test, when the NRC staff releases
safety or environmental documents revealing new
information. Otherwise, according_to petitioner,
the NRC_ would abrogate the hearing guaranty
contained in section 189a of the Atomic Energy-Act.
The court of appeals (Silberman, Henderson &

Randolph, JJ) has just issued a decision rejecting
the petitioner's position and affirming the NRC's
new threshold contention rule and its traditionel
late-filed contention rule. The court started with
the proposition that petitioner's " challenge to the
NRC's procedural rules faces a steep uphill climb"
because "the Act itself nowhere describes the-
content of a hearing or prescribes the manner in
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. which this ' hearing' is to be run".(Slip op. at 6).
'

|- The court brushed aside petitioner's argument that
an earlier D.C. Circuit case, Union of Concernt.di

. Scientista v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1437 (D.C. Cir. 1984),
! cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1132 (1985), should be read

"to require that a licensing proceeding embrace,

: anythina new revealed in the SER or the NEPA
documents" or "that the NRC consequently may not

;_ employ the balancing test to preclude consideration
of new 'information'" (Slip op, at 8). The Union
pL_ Concerned Scientista decision, ruled the court, )does not guarantee a hearing on all new evidence, -

but holds merely that the NRC cannot refuse a |
hearing altogether on an issue that the NRC itself

1

agrees is material to a licensing decision.

; This is an important victory that reaffirms the
NRC's authority to structure its licensing
proceedings reasonably. The decision gives the
agency considerable Iceway in construing the section -,

189a hearing requirement. The decision may provei

useful should the NRC seek further review in Nuclear
Information Research Service v. NRC, No. 89-1381
(D.C. Cir., Nov. 2, 1990) (partially invalidating
Part 52 on ground that it does not provide
guaranteed post-construction hearing opportunity on
new evidence).1-

Contact:
Carole Kagan
x21632

United- States v. Comle.y, M.B.D. No. 89-422 (D.
- Mass., Nov. 19, 1990)

In the . latest turn of events in the NRC's
longstanding effort to obtain by subpoena tape
recordings held by Stephen comley, .the district
court has ruled that the NRC subpoena ~ issued in
March 1989 no longer is valid. The court reasoned
that the Commission's own investigation (conducted
by Administrative Judge Alan Rosenthal) ended in
December 1989, that the Inspector General took over >

the investigation shortly thereafter, and that if
the'~ Inspector General's investigation requires
production of the comley tapes, he should exercise

' his own independent subpoena authority rather than
rely - on the outstanding NRC subpoena. The court
issued its decision as a " draft" memorandum and4

order, and has not yet entered it formally. At our.
request the United States Attorney's office has

.
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filed a motion asking the district court to stay the
effect of its decision for sixty days to allow the
NRC to consider an appeal and the Inspector General
to consider whether to issue his own subpoena. The
court has not yet issued its decision on our motion.
The United States Attorney and Mr. Comley's attorney
have reached agreement that Mr. Comley's monetary
liability for his longstanding contempt of the court
order enforcing the original NRC subpoena is
approximately $135,000.

Contact:
Neil Jensen
x21634

{{pelear Manacement and Resources Council. Inc. v.
Public Citizen, No. 90-360 (S. Ct., certiorari
denied Nov. 26, 1990)

We previously have reported on this lawsuit
challenging the NRC's policy statement on training.,

Sag Litigation Reports 1990-18, 1990-26, and 1990-
31, SECY-90-142, SECY-90-251 & SECY-90-380. The
court of appeals invalidated that policy statement
and held that the NRC must promulgate binding rules
in its place. On November 26 the Supreme Court
denied NUMARC's ?ctition for a writ of certiorari.
We did not f;.le our own petition, but in
collaboration with the Solicitor General we did file
a Supreme Court brief indicating that the government
did not opposo NUMARC's petition. Justice Byron
White indicated that he would have. granted
certiorari on a jurisdictional question raised in
the case.

Contact:
Susan Fonner
X21632

Citizens for Fair Utility Reaulation v. NRC, No. 90-
119 (S. Ct., certiorari denied October 9, 1990)

As previously reported, this lawsuit challenged thei

full power license granted to the Comancho Peak
| nuclear power plant in Texas. San Litigation
| Reports 1990-09 and 1990-18, SECY-90-045 & SECY-
l 90-142. The NRC rejected an effort of a citizens

group to reopen the Comanche Peak licensing
proceeding on the ground that it had been improperly
settled. The Fifth circuit and the Supreme. Court

_.
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denied stays of the full power license, and the
Fif th Circuit ultimately issued an opinion rejecting
petitioner's arguments for late intervention. The
citizens group then sought review in the Supreme
Court, and we filed a brief in opposition. Earlier
this fall the Supreme Court denied the petition for
a writ of certiorari.

Contac.t
Charles Mullins
x21606

Atlas Coro, v. United States, No. 89-1705 (S. Ct.,
certiorari denied, October 1, 1990)

As previously reported, this was a multi-million
dollar damago suit brought against the government
by uranium producers on the claim that the
government had contracted for the uranium pr ^uctd n
and should be held. liable for the # '

radiation clean-up costs the prot.w , .

incurred. San Litigation Rep. 1990-10, SECT-90-052.
The Federal Circuit issued a decision.last winter
agreeing with our arguments (developed in
cooperation with the Department of Justice) that the
government was not. liable for the clean-up costs.
The uranium producers sought Supreme Court review,
and the government filed a brief in opposition.
Earlier this f all- the Supreme Court denied the
petition for a writ of certiorari.

Contact:
Charles Mullins
x21606
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Solicitor
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Litch Statra Gmat af Appeals
'

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCLTT

Argued October 6,1990 Decided November 30,1990

No. 891617

UNION OF CONCERhTD Sc!ENT!sTs,

PETIT 10hTR

V.

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR recut.ATORY COMMISSION
AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

RESPONDENTS

NUCLEAR M ANAGEMENT AND resources CovNelt, INC. AND
Edison ELECTRIC INSTITUTE,

INTERVENORS

Petition for Review of an Order of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Diane Curran, with whom Dean R. Tousley was on the
brief, for petitioner.

Carole F. Kagan, Senior Attorney, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, with whom William C. Parlor, General Coun.

. . . ..

Buls of costs must be filed 3ithin 14 days after entry of judgment. The
court looks mith disfavor upon motions to file bills of costa out of time.
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sel, John F. Cordes, Jr., Solicitor, and E. Leo Stargie,

g
Deputy Solieltor, Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission, anda

. | Robert L. Klarquist. Attorney, Department of Justice, were
on the brief, for respondents.

?
Jay E. Silberg, with whom Thomas A. Baxter, Mindy A.;= .: ,

Buren, Robert W. Bishop, and Peter R. Kelsey were on the

p.'.q - brief, for intervenors Nuclear Management and Resources
Council, Inc. and Edison Electric Institute.

Y-Wi Before: Siternum, HonLEnSoN, and RanotrH, Circuit
Judgr>.

M Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge Sitsonum,
am Sitar *Mm, Circuit Judsc: The Union of Concerned..: - '

c2 Z Scientists (UCS) petitions for review of a Nuclear Regulo.
tory Commission (NRC) rule heightening the speelticityn;-

~f " requirernents for pleadings filed by parties seeking to
"lf ;.: intervene in licensing hearings,54 Fed. Reg. 33,168 (Aug.

.

11, 1989). UCS contends that the rule on its face violatesa: 4
9.s. " the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. I 2011 et seq., the

National Environmental Polley Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C., .:sf i 4321 et seq., and the Administrative Procedure Act
-

,1 ,, (APA),5 U.S.C. I 551 et seg. We deny the petition.:...

7.{?.4
y.Q I'
%
ie' An understanding of UCS' objection to the NRC rule
#N requires a brief summary of the NRC licensing process.

Utilities seeking to construct or operate a nuclear powerN '

fad plant must file a license application and detailed heelth,
safety, and environmental submissions with the NRC.104,ygg
C.F.R. i 50.34 (1990). The NRC Staff then studits the:= *

Ci?|.1 appilcant's submissions and compiles a Safety Evaluation

43 ^ Report (SER) and the environmental documents required
E% by NEPA. Interested parties may sequest or move to-

?n intervene in a hearing within 30 days of the filing of the

:%:g~.5' application. 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a) (1990); 6 2.102(d)(3)
(1990). Shortly after making such a request or motion,
and well before the NRC Staff completes the SER or

M.h;j
q.

NEPA documenta and releases them publicly, a party

~D..
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rnust file a pleading listing its " contentions," that is, what
it seeks to litigate in the hearing.10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b)

j (1990).

i Any party that timely files at least one admissible con-
1 tention may participate in the hearing. Previously, pro-
: spective intervenors had only to set forth the bases for

conantions with " reasonable specificity." 10 C.F.R. I

| 2.714(b) (1989) J.A. 45. The new rule perceptibly height. l

| ens this y.Mdtng standard. It requires that contentions
i

consist of "a specific statement of the issue of law or fact
i to be raised or controverted," that they detail the alleged

facts or opinion on which the prospective intervenor will
rely, and that they "show that a genuine dispute exists
with the applicant on a material issue of law or fact." 10
C.F.R. I 2.714(b)(2). As the NRC recognized that this

.!

showing would have to be made before the NEPA reports
ere released, the rule further provides that with respect
to environmental issues *the petitioner shall file conten.
tions based upon the applicant's environmental report
[and] . . . can amend those contentions or file new conten-
tions if there are data or conclusions in the... [NEPA
reports) that differ significantly from the data or conclu-

8 slons in the applicant'a document." 10 C.F.R.
I 2.714(b)(2)(ill). Intervenors who had raised issues in a
timely fashion and who had been admitted to the hearing
thus may incorporate as of right new evidence raised in
the SER and the NEPA reports bearing en those 1: sues.

,

In promulgating the new rule, the NRC also rnade clear
that it had not changed its 17 year.old rule with respect
to late. filed contentions. See 54 Fed. Reg. 33,172 (Aug.11,

'

1989) Under that prior rule, parties advancing untimely
contentions are not automatically granted access to the
hearing even if their contentions otherwise pass muster
under the NRC admissibility criteria; instead, they are
admitted on the basis of a discretionary, five factor bal.
ancing test.10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a).8 This test applies fully

8The 6ve factors are:

. . _ _._.-. ._: _ ._ .--- ... ....
-

i
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even in cases where contentions are filed late only because
,

the information on which they are based was not available
until after the filing deadline; the NRC has ruled that
while the first factor-good cause for filing late-is by

,

definition rnet in such circumstances, the other four fae.
tors, if implicated, permit the denial of intervention in a
given case. See Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, '

Units 1 and 2), CLI.8319,17 NRC 1041,1045 50 (1983)
(*Catawbo"),

tII.
The sole question presented by UCS' petition for review

is whether the new contentions rule is on its face "not in
accordance with law," 5 U.S.C. 6 706(b), UCS does not,
however, contend that the heightened pleading require.

- ment, standing alone, would be illegal. Its position is
rather that the new rule's operation in conjunction with
the longstanding late. filing rule denles it the ability fully
to litigate challenges to licen6es, and that the combination
of the rules therefore facially violates the Atomic Energy
Act, the APA, and NEPA. It argues that the NRC may
not apply the final four factors of the late filing balancing
test whenever there is good cause for the late filing due

,

to the- unavailability of information, but must instead
admit as of right contentions filed late for thl reason. +

(1) Good cause, if any, for faUure to file on time.

(11) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's
interest will be protected.f

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's partleipation taay
reasonably be espected ta assist in developing a sound record.

(iv) The extent to which u.s petitioner's interest wiu be rep.
resented by existing parties.

(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation wiU
broaden the issues or delay the proceeding,-

to C.F.R. I 2.714(a).

. .. ..._ -. _ - -. . - . - ~~- -. -~ - -. - -
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The NRC claims that this argument is actually an out
of time challenge to the late. filing rule and the interpreta-
tion ofit in Catau ba and that we accordingly lack jurisdic-
tion to hear UCS' petition. To be sure, the preponderance
of UCS' brieris devoted to criticism of the late filing rule.-

UCS, however, also argues that even if the late. filing rule
itself is consistent with Section 189(a), the heightened
speelficity requirements of the new rule push the NRC
over the statutory edge by foreclosing a previously avall-
able circumvention of the late filing rule. Under the old,

'

more lenient, pleading standard, parties could file timely
contentions incorporating evidence and lasues frequently
appearing in SERs and NEPA documents but not dis-

!

closed in the license application; many of these ;
" anticipatory" contentions, as the NRC concedes (NRC '

Br. at 27 28), would be eliminated by the new rule's speci.
fleity requirements. We consequently have jurisdiction to
entertain UCS' claims and so we turn to the merits.'

In order to prevail on its claim that the NRC is bound
to conduct its proceedings in the particular manner it
advocates, UCS rnust point to a statute specifically man-
dating that procedure, for " absent constitutional con-
straints or extremely compelling circumstances" courts
are never free to impose on the NRC (or any other'
agency) a procedural requirement not provided for by
Congress. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural
Resourecs Defense Council, Inc., 435 U.S. $19, 543 (1978).
UCS focuses on Section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act,

.

'Because we hold that even the combined effect of the new con-
tentions rule and the late. filing rule does not violate the Atomic
Energy Act, the APA, or NEPA, we need not specifically addresa
UCS' arguments that the permissibility of the Catowba doctrine
itself is properly before us because the NRC reopened the issue
in the proceedings below and that that doctrine alone transgresses
each of these statutes. UCS' claim concerning the combined effect
of the rules necessarily incorporates its clairn concerning the late.
filing rule alone. We can conceive of no analytie basis on which
petitioner's " combined" claim could fall but its attack on the
Cotawba doctrine alone could succeed. For that reason, we do not
have to determine whether we have jurisdicticn independently to
entertain the latter challenge.

--. ~ _ . _ . _ . ~
_ . - .
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which provides that *[ijn any proceeding under this chap-
ter, for the granting, suspending, revoking, or amending .

of any license .'.. the Commission shall grant a hearing
.upon the request of any person whose interest may be
affected by the procerding, and shall admit any such per.
son as a party to such proceeding." 42 U.S.C. I 2239(a).

The only term in this section that UCS Implicitly seeks
to interpret is the word * hearing." As the Act itself
nowhere describes the content of a hearing or prescribes
the manner in which this * hearing" is to be run, UCS'
challenge to the NRC's procedural rules faces a ateep
uphill climb.8 We are, of course, obliged to defer to the

i operating procedures employed by an agency when the
governing statute requires only that a " hearing" be held.
See, e.g., American Trucking Ass'ns v. United States, 627.
F.2d 1313,1319 n.20,1321 (D.C. Cir.1980) (noting that4

such * operating procedures" fall * uniquely within the
expertise of the agency *); see also Richardson v. Wright,
405 U.S. 208, 209 (1972); FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting
Co., 309 U.S.134,143 44 (1940); see generally Chevron
U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467
U.S. 837 (1984). And we have in addition long noted the
increased deference due NRC procedural rules because of
the " unique degree 'to which broad responsibility is
repor,ed in the [ Commission), free of clor,e prescription in
its charter as to how it shall proceed in achieving the stat-e

'As we have previously noted, it is an open question whether
Section 189(a)~whleh mandates only that a " hearing" be held and -

*

does not provide that that hearing be held "on the record"-
nonetheless requires the NRC to employ in a licensing hearing the
procedures designated by the Administrative Procedure Act for
formal adjudications. 6 U.S.C. Il 656, 657. See Union of Con.
cerned Suentists v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1437,1444 45 n.12 (D.C. Cir.
1964), cert. denied, 469 U.S.1132 (1985); see generally United
States o, Florida East Coast Ry. Co.,410 U.S. 224,234 238 (1973)
(APA formal rulehinking procedures are not sequired where the
substantive statute provides for a " hearing" without specifying
that the hearing be held "on the record"). Because the rules do
not on their face contravene any of the formal procedures, we
need not resolve this issue here.

. .- _.- _ - _ .. . . . - .

.
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utory objectives.'" BPI v. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 602
F.2d 424,428 n.3 (D.C. Cir.1974) (quoting Siegel v. Acomic
Energy Comm'n, 400 F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir.1968)); see
also Citics of Statesville v. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 441
F.2d 962,977 (D.C. Cir.1969) (en bane) (quotation omit-

.

ted) (the NRC "should be accorded bra ' discretion in
publicestablishing and applying rules . ...

participation").
UCS nonetheless argues that the operation of the NRC

procedural rules denies it a hearing within the " plain
meaning" of Section 189(a). It claims that the NRC may
not exclude a late filed contention raising "information"
first brought to light by the staff documents on grounds
(contained in its five. factor balancing test) that the late.
filing party's interest will be protected by other means,
that the party's participation is not necessary to develop
a sound record, that the party's interest is represented by
other parties to the hearing, or that the party's participa.
tion will delay the proceeding. This argument is based on
the following syllogism: (1) under Section 189(a), any
party has a right to a hearing on any material issue; (2)
rnuch materialinformation bearing upon a licensing deci.
sion will not be apparent before the SER and NEPA doc.'

uments are completed and made public and so cannot be
raised in a timely fashion with the specificity the NRC
now demands; and therefore (3) by subjecting late. filed
contentions incorporating this information to a balancing
test for admission, tl.e late filing rule and Catawba's inter-
pretstion of it illegally place at the NRC's discretion that.

to which parties have an absolute right under Section
189(a). It seems rather creative to draw all of this from
the * plain meaning" of the word " hearing." UCS main-
tains, however, that all three logical steps are drawn from
our interpretation of the section 189(a) " hearing" in
Union of Concerned Scientists v. NRC,735 F.2d 1437 (D.C.
Cir.1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S.1132 (1985) ("UCS 1").
We disagree-both with UCS' construction of that case
and with UCS' logic.

In UCS 1, we invalidated as in violation of Section
189(a) an NRC rule which eliminated from all licensing

.
- _ _ __ - . . . . . . . - - . . .

'
_

. .
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hearings a specific issue-the adequacy of emergency pre-
paredness plans-that the NRC conceded was material to"

a licensing decision. Sec 735 F.2d at 1443. We found 'no
!

basis in the statute or legislative history for NRC's posi- i

tion that Congress granted it discretion to eliminete from
the hearing material lasues in its licensing decision." Id.
at 1447. UCS I thus stands for the proposition that See-
tion 189(a) prohibits the NRC frorn preventing all parties
from ever raising in a hearing on a licensing decision a
speelfic itsue it agrees is innterial to that decision. But it
does not do anywhere near the service petitioner asks of
it.

In the first place, UCS 1 does not establish, as UCS
contends, that any party raising a material issue has a
right to intervene. UCS I held only that the NRC may not
preclude all parties from raising a specified material issue,
indeed, we have long recognized that Section 189(a) "does
not confer the automatic right of intervention upon
anyone," BPl, 502 F.2d at 428, and that the NRC may
exclude a party from a hearing if, for exaraple, another
party has fully presented a material issue identical to the
one the excluded party seeks to raise. See Citics of States.
ville, 441 F.2d at 977. UCS' view of Section 189(a) would

e
compel the NRC to reopen a hearing to anyone and every.
one filing a contention based on a new issue brought to
light by the SER or NEPA documents, regardless of how.
many parties sought to intervene on the same issue. We
think that is an unreasonable interpretation of the stat-
ute, and that the NRC may employ each of the four fac.
tors in its late filing test to limit the admission of late.
filing parties raising the same issue.

Petitioner also is mistaken in reading UCS I to require
that a lleensing hearing embrace anything new revealed
in the SER or the NEPA documents and in contending-
that the NRC consequently may not employ the balancing
test to preclude consideration of new *information." UCS
1 dealt with a matter conceded by all parties to be a mate-
rial issue, see 735 F.2d at 1445 40, whereas much of what
those reports will bring to light will, it seems to us, not

..-. . ... . . . . - . - - . . . . . . . . . _ --

|
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be new issues but new evidence on issue 6 that were appar.
ent at the time of application. As we recently recognized,;

ri

new information about nuclear power plant safety arising
between the time of the initial application and the com-
mencement of operations does not necessarily present a
new issue: "[d}uring the lengthy construction process, new
and safety.signiheant information about plant design, sit-
ing, or operation may arise. These intervening develop.

'
2

!
ments may in turn raise new issues about the conformity
of the plant with the Act ... .* Nuclear information and
Resource Serv. v. NRC, No. 891381, slip op, at 11 12 (D.C.
Cir. November 2,1990) (emphasis added). Information
raised in the environmental reports dees not amount to
a new material " issue" simply because it adds marginal
weight to the case of an opponent or a proponent of a
license; the reports instead raise a new * issue" only when
the argument itself (as distinct from its chances of success)
was not apparent at the time of the application. Although'

the concepts of new issues and new evidence are analytl.
cally distinct, we recognize that in practice they can
converge-the demarcation line may depend on how the
" issue" is stated. Still, whetkr en actual new * issue" is

. raised is a metta fe: the WRC to determine in the first
instance and it reviewed deferentially. C/. San Luis Obispo,

' Mothers for r eace v. NRC, 789 F.2d 26,30 (D.C. Cir.) (ene

bane), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 923 (1986); Carstens v. NRC,
742 F.2d 1546,1555,1559 60 (D.C. Cir.1984), cert, denied,
471 U.S.1136 (1985).

Whatever the statutory restraints on the NRC's author.
ity to exclude material issues from its hearings, the Com.
mission can certainly adopt a pleading schedule designed
to expedite its proceedings. See BP1, 502 F.2d at 428. In
this instance, the Commission has adopted such a sched.
ule, properly balancing two competing concerns: the risk
that a private party's new evidence on a previously appar.
ent issue will be excluded and the need adequately to
delineate the scope of the licensing hearing. When a staff
document reveals new material, the NRC- undoubtedly
must take that new material into account internally and.

- n. ._. :.. _ -.... .... . .. .
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courts will certainly consider it in determining on review
whether a licensing decision is supported by substantial
evidence or is arbitrary and capricious because the NRC
failed to take into account a relevant factor. But we think
it unreasonable to suggest that the NRC must disregard
its procedural timetable every time a party realires based
on NRC environmental studies that maybe there was
something after all to a challenge it either originally opted
not to make or which simply did not occur to it at the
outset.d We set nothing in the statute that guarantees all
private partiet the right to have the staff studies as a sort
of pre. complaint discovery tool. The NHC, it seems to us,
is permitted to employ considerations such as whether a
party's participation "may reasonably be expected to
assist in developing a sound record" or will " delay the
proceeding"-the third and fifth factors in its late. filing
test-in assessing whether to adtnit to a hearing a late.
filing party seeking to raise only new evidence contained
within the environmental reports.

The NRC rules of course could be applied so as to pre.i
vent all parties from raising a material issue. But "[e; ven
assuming arguendo that we were to find that thebe
instances . . . [would constitute speelfic m!sapplications of
the rule ... they [w)ould)be misasuggest, at most, only that the
rule might in the future
are of course inappropriate here,pplied. Such argumentswhere the rule is being
challenged on its face.' Union of Concerned Scientists v.
NRC, 880 F.2d 652,658 69 (D.C. Cir.1989). Any applica.
tion of the rule to prevent all parties from raising material
issues which could not be ralved prior to release of the
environmental reports will be subject to judicial review,
and the validity of the rules as there applied can be
addressed at that time."

P

'A party may, of course, petition the NRC to modify a license
in light of such new evidence. See 10 C.P.R. I 2.206 (1990).

'At oral argument, counsel for UCS suggested that we must
anticipate that case now because UCS will otherwise be * chilled",

i

! from attempting to' participate in NRC hearings and from chal.
lenging NRC deelslons in court. Given the prollferation of litiga.c
tion on NRC decisions and the espansiveness of the NRC heanngi

| procesa, see generally Vermont Yankee, 435 U.S. at 657, we End
this novel argument unpersuaalve.

-__ __,. _ . __. = . . . .
. . . .... . _
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| III.
! UCS also argues that the rules violate the APA and :
i NEPA by not allowing full notlee and comment on the
i environmental reports. The short answer to the APA
i

challenge is that UCS does not cite any express provis!on
! of the APA whleb the rules contravene-it refers only toj

5 U.S.C. I 553, which applies solely to rulemaking and is.

: hence inapplicable to NRC licensing hearings. In any
i

event, UCS' reliance upon cases holding that the APA
-

gives interested parties the right to full notice and com-
ment on Staff positions.in adjudications is misplaced; in

-

those cases, the agency completely refused to disclose its
Statra position, see, e.g., Independent U.S. Tanker Owners'

Comm. v. Lais, 690 F.2d 908, 923 24 (D.C. Cir.1982);i
U.S. Lines, Inc. v. FAfC 584 F.2d 519, 533 34 (D.C. Cir.

: 1978), whereas under the challenged rules the NRC dis- '

closes the environmental reports before the hearing, and
: parties to that hearing then have a right to object to or

use all information contained in those reports bearing on
. Issues the parties had timely raised. To the extent that
{ an issue could not be raised before the release of the
i reports, there might possibly then be an argument that-'

the notice and comment requirement would mandate
admittance of a late filed contention raising that issue,,

but we again decline to anticipate that case.

UCS' NEPA arguments fare no better. While NEPA
clearly mandates that an agency fully consider environ-
mental issues, it does not-itself provide for a hearing on
those issues. See, e.g., - Aberdeen & Rocklish R. Co. v.
SCRAP,422 U.S. 289,305,319 (1975) As a result, NEPA.

does not alter the procedures' agencies may employ in con.
ducting public hearings, see Vermont Yankee, 435 U.S. at,

'

548; it instead merely prevents agencies from excluding
as immaterial certain environmental issues from those
hearings.' The NRC has not attempted to do this, and as

-

N.
' Contrary to 'UCS' claim, our deelslon in Calvert Cligs' Coordi-

noting Comm. v. Atomic Energy Comm'n. 449 T.2d 1109 (D.C. Ctr. -
1971), does not establish that NEPA confers on parties an abso -

'

.. . ......
- ... . ... ....

_ ...
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Ita procedural rules do not facially violate the Atomic
Energy Act or the APA, they also are consistent withNEPA.

. . . .

The NRC rules to which UCS objects may be employed
constatent with the Atomic Energy Act, the APA, and
NEPA. Although hypothetical applications of these rules <

might transgress the statutory provisions upon wh!eh
petitioner relles, we think it inappropriate to anticipate

,

them in resolving petitioner's faelal challenge to the rulet,.
The rules accordingly are valid on their face, and the peti.{
tion for review is I

Denied.

t

>

cles to compile. That case held only that an agenclute right to a hearing on the documents that Act requires agen.
consistent with NEPA limit its consideration of emy may not
issues to those actually raised by parties ironmental
does not speak to whether a party has a . see id. at 111718, and
erwironmental issues irr'ekpective of its failure to comply with anright to a hearing on all
agency's perfectly legal procedural timetables.

- ,. _ .- ,

. _ - . _ .
. . . . . - -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

Petitioner )
.,

)
v. ) M.B.D. No. 89-422

)
STEPHEN B. COMLEY, )

Respondent )
)

Procedural Order
November 19, 1990

Attached is a tentative draft of a Memorandum and Order

the court will enter af ter the hearing today, unless good cause is '

shown for modification or for entry of a different order. '

|
United States District Judge

1

.

i
|
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U!iITED STATES DISTRICT COURT4-

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
4

i

)
UllITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

1 . Petitioner )
'

, )
v. ) M.B.D. NO. 89-422

)
STEPHEN B. COMLEY, )

Respondent )
; )

i

Memorandum and Order
November 19, 1990

2.

On June 23, 1989, this court entered an Order (Docket No.,

15) enforcing a subpoena duces tecum of the lluclear Regulatory i

Commission ("NRC") directing respondent Stephen Comley to produce *

tape recordings and transcripts for use in en NRC investigation of
f

1

employee misconduct. At a hearing on October 15, 1990, the court

requested both parties to submit memoranda addressing the

subpoena's continuing enforceability. Having reviewed the

memoranda and reply memorandafubmitted by the parties, I-conclude-

that the NRC subpoena duces tecum underlying my Order of June 23,
"

1989 ceased to be enforceable not later than December 31, 1989.'

!. BACKGROUND

When the NRC directed the subpoena . duces tecum to

respondent on March 24, 1989 and amended it on April '17 and-

April 24, 1990, the NRC sought tape recordings and transcripts in

the possession of- respondent pursuant to an investigation of

_ . . . . __ . _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ , . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _
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. employee misconduct. The investigation was then being conducted
i

! by a special investigator, Judge Alan Rosenthal, who was acting as
an agent of the NRC. The NRC placed Judge Rosenthal in control of

'

the investigation on February 28, 1989, when it relieved its Office,

,

of Inspector and Audit ("OIA") of responsibility for the

-investigation.

Legislation became etfective :in April of 1989 that

abolished the NRC's CIA and replaced it with a statutory inspector

general--the NRC Office of Inspector General ("OIG") (Inspector

General Act, 6102 (d) (11) , Pub. L. No. 100-504, 102 Stat. 2515

(October 18,-1988), amending Inspector General Act of 1978, pub.
,

L.-No. 95-452, 92 Stat. 1101, codified as amended at 5 U.S.C. App..

3 (Supp. 1990) . At some time af ter the effective date of this
.

.

amendment of the Inspector General Act (the exact time not being
determinable on the submissions now before the court), the t

investigation by the NRC terminated and - the newly created OIG
,

undertook an investigation of at least some aspects of matters

within the scope of the previous' investigation under the direction

of Judge Rosenthal. One may infer from submissions now before the

court (a) that thene' developments occurred some time between this
<

Court's Order-in June, 1989 and-January, 1990, and (b) that Judge

Rosenthal' continued to play some-role in the investigation until

December 31, 1989, when his contract with the NRC expired (Letter,

dated December 22, 1969 from NRC Chair Kenneth M. Carr to David C.

Williams, NRC Inspector General, Exhibit 4 to Respondent's
_

Memorandum on Continued _ Validity of NRC Subpoena, filed Novembere

,

,- ,-% .. --,.%. ,+ene.,w.r i-.,-,,-me-r4~m..-.m.,r-w i.ww. i.~,e~,--, ,--n-mw,.3# -in -i -.n ~ , - - . - = . , e- =--t+ -<r.+-y ,*s yr y -t ,, e .ws --
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1, 1990). Since January 1, 1990, the only investigation still in

progrecs has been under the exclusive control 0f the OIG.

The OIG has not direcw ly subpoena duces tecum to

respondent. Instead, it has attempted to enforce the subpoena;

duces tecum issued by the NRC.
,

II. IS THE NRC SUBPOENA NOW EFJ_QRCIAp.LEl.,

The subpoena duces .tg.q.um in auestion was issued by a vote.

. .

of the NRC, pursuant to its authority under Section 161(c) of the

]- Atomic Energy Act, codified at 42 U.S.C. $2201(c) (1973). As part

] of its " General Duties," the NRC is authorized by the statute to
,

| (c) make such studies and investigations,
obtain such information, and hold such meetings
or. hearings as the -Commission may deem
necessary or proper to assist it in exercising
any authority provided in this chapter....,

*
For such purposes the Commission is authorized
to administer oaths and affirmations, and by
subpena to require any person to appear and
testify, or to appear and produce documents,
or both, at any designated place.

f

& -42 U.S.C. 52201(c) (1973).

The OIG, like the NRC, has independent authority to issue

subpoenas.. However, the scope of the OIG's authority and the

purposes for which it may be invoked-differ from those specified

for the NRC. The pertinent section of the 1988 amendment to the
,

Inspector General Act of 1978 cited above (the " Amended Act")

authorizes each Inspector General:

(4) to re Tuire by subpena the production
of all information, documents, reports,
answers, records, accounts, papers t.nd other-
data and documentary evidence necessary in the
performance of the functions assioned by this ~

A.g.1....

*

. _ . . - . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ , . . . . _ - - _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . _ . . . _ . . . - _ . _ . _ ~ . _ . _ . . . _ _ . _ . _ , . ,
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5 U.S.C. App. 3, 5 6 (a) (4 ) (Supp. 1990) (emphasis added). Setting

out the " purpose" of the offices of Inspector General established
by the Act, Section 2 provides:

In order to create independent and objective units--

(1) to conduct and supervise audits and
investigations relating to the programs and
operations of the establishments listed in soution
11(2) (including the NRC in the list);

(2) to provide leadership and coordination and
recommend policies for activities designed (A) to
promote economy, officiency, and effectiveness in
the administration of, and (B) to prevent and detect
fraud and abuse in, such programs and operations;
and

(3) to provide a means for keeping the head of
the establishment and the Congress fully and
currently informed about problems and deficiencies
relating to the administration of such programs and
operations and the necessity for and progress of
corrective action; *

there is hereby established in each of such
establishments an office of Inspector General.

5 U.S.C. App. 3, $2 (Supp. 1990).

In keeping with the statutorily specified policy of

independence and objectivity, the Inspector General who heads the

NRC's OIG is appointed not by the NRC but by the president of the

United States, with the advice and consent of the Senate, and may
be removed only by the president. Egg 5 U.S.C. App. 3, 53(a)-(b)
(Supp. 1990).

Emphasizing the independence of an oIG from the

associated governmental agency, the District of Columbia Circuit,
in a case involving the Department of Energy, concluded that an

agency is not authorized to delegate its subpoena powers to its

|
.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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affiliated OIG. Un Qed States v. Iannone, 610 F.2d 943 (D.C. Cir.
1979) The court distinguished the Secretary's authority to
delegate his scbpoena power to one of his agents from the asserted

authority to delegate to the Inspector General, noting that the
Secretary's functions are distinct from those of the Inspector
General:

The Inspector General is not an agent of the
Secretary, but is intended to be and is an
independent officer. He is appointed by the
President by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and may be removed only by the
President who must communicate the reasons for
any such removal to both houses of Congress.
Although he reports to and is under the general
supervision of the Secretary, there is no
suggestion in the statute that he is subject
to direction by the Secretary in carrying out
his investigative functions. See 42 U.S.C.
57252.

,

1 , 610 F.2d at 946.

Conceding that the Inspector General in Iannone had no

independent authority to issuo subpoenas, respondent nevertheless

argues that the analysis applied in Iannone should control in the

instant case as well. The NRC Inspector General, like the

Department of Energy's Inspector General in Lannone, is not subject
to directior by the NRC Commissioners in carrying out his

investigative functions. Though Congress clearly authorized the

NRC Inspetor General to issue enforceable subpoenas, it also

declared that the OIG subpoena power is to be used independently
for the purposes of the OIG, and only after an independent

evaluation by the OIG of the need for invoking that power.

Respondent's argument is supported by the analysis of the

_ -__-_______ _
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, strict court in United States v. ligntcomery County Crisis Center,
676 T. Supp. 98, 99 (D. Md. 1987). In that case, the court

declined to enforce a subpoena issued by the Inspector General of
the Department of Defense. The court reasoned, in part, that the

subpoena was not based upon an independent determination by the
Inspector General to issue it. Similarly, respondent contends,

the OIG, having made no independent determination of need, should

not be permitted to enforce a subpoena issued by the NPC,
,

Petitioner contends that the court should nevertheless
enforce the NRC subpoena because, as a practical matter, the end

result will be the same except that the investigation will be

further delayed. There are two ;undamental flaws in this response.
First, courts may not disregard a statutory mandate

,

regarding formalities for issuance of an effective subpoena.

Formalities serve Ne purpose of assuring that a considered

determination of need for the subpoena has been made by an

authorized decisionmaker. They are in essence " solemn act"

requirements that a court is not authorized to abrogate.
Second, it is debatable whether the Amended Act

authori&as the OIG to investigaue particular instances of alleged
employee misconduct, and if not, whether another proper basis for
a subpoena would be found to exist. This court should not be
deciding disputable issues of statutory interpretation and factual

support for a subpoena when the agency whose authority is at issue
I has not yet a6 dressed them. If the agency, upon addressing them,

declines to issue a subpoena, no case or controversy will exist for

.. . _ _ ..... __. _ .. ___ _
m._ _ _ _ _ . - .
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resolution in court.

Petitioner makes an alternative argument in its

memorandum that this court should enforce the NRC subpoena because,

unlike the subpoena power of a grand jury, the NRC's subpoena power
has not expired. \1so, petitioner argues, respondent continues to

be able to comply with the NRC's subpoena and thereby purge his
contempt. This line of reasoning does not compel a different

conclusion in this case.

The f act that the NRC has ongoing subpoena power does not

obviate the OIG's obligation to make an independent determination
i

in issuing its own subpoena. A trial court, unlike a grand jury,

has ongoing subpoena power. Yet, when a potential witness is held

in civil contempt and ordered into custody for refusal to obey a
,

court order to testify in a trial of criminal charges against

another person under a grant of immunity, that witness must be

released as soon as the criminal trial is completed. Similarly,

Comley's obligation to comply with the NRC subpoena duces tecum in
the instant case terminated when the NRC terminated its o'm
investigation and requested the OIG to pursue further investigation
under the OIG's independent authority. It is not enough to say

that Mr. Comley may purge his contempt by complying with the NRC

subpoena duces tecum because that subpoena is no longer in effect.

ORDER

For the reasons stated above, it is ORDERED:

(;) This court's Order (Docket No. 15, dated June 23,

1989) enforcing the NRC subpoena duces tecum expired not later than

_ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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. December 31, 1989. - The . respondent ceased to' be in continuing._

. contempt for failure to comply with that order when that - order
expired..

(2) The parties are directed to confer to determine: *

. ywhether it is undisputed (given the court's legal rulings in--this
,

L

Memorandum) that the date of expiration of the court's order of

June 23, 1989, was December 11, 1989, and, if not, whether a

- stipulation can be reached as'to the expiration date.

(3) The parties also are directed to confer to see if.
q

Ithey can agree upon the form of a final judgment in this case. If

they are unable to submit a stipulated form . of judgment on or ;

- before December 15,. 1990, they shall, on or before December 29, ,

1990',. submit their respective proposals-to the court. '
i

A I v
United States-District Judge 2!

:
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